Extended Abstract in German Language for English Publications as of 2016

All English publications as of 2016 published in the German Journal of Sports Medicine will be printed and for download online at [www.germanjournalsportsmedicine.com](http://www.germanjournalsportsmedicine.com) with an extended abstract in German language.

The corresponding author will receive an email of the editorial board with all information.

**Content**

Please send following parts via email to the editorial board:

- About 2500-3000 signs (including spaces) in a word document
- One table in excel or one figure including legend, this part can be used from the original article
- Headlines, DOI, authors and information of publication will be used from original article
- No literature will be used

**Structure Originalia**

- Design of the study
- Methods
- Results and Discussion
- What is new and relevant?
- Methodical limitations
- Conclusion for practice
  - Fact 1
  - Fact 2
  - Fact 3

**Structure Reviews**

- Design of the paper
- Used Literature
- Results and Discussion
- What is new and relevant?
- Methodical limitations
- Conclusion for practice
  - Fact 1
  - Fact 2
  - Fact 3

The extended abstract will be printed in the graphical format of the DZSM and be published in the print issue as well as online.
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